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TESTING AND COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE TRAFFIC
ASSIGNMENT TECHNIQUES FOR THE GREATER MELBOURNE ROAD NETWORK

Board

Board

Reoent-add'itions to the t~affie assignment !ite~tu~e have
intr>oduaed theofleticaZ, concepts of equ'iZib-rium net1.Jo'Y'k loading
p~oaedu~es, though validation has la~gely been aonfined to
synthetic netuJopk Or' smaZ,Z ul'ban 'Y'oad systems. Despite theoroetical
and pTlaetica'L developments, roetat'ivel.y .feu) applications a1"e
being made of' equiHbnwn algonthms in Aust~aHa, even though
theya1"'B avaitabte -in troanspo1't ptanning packages auch as the
Urban Tr'anspo1"tat·i,.on nanning System. At the same time, scant
attent'ion ,has been dil"Beted towa1"ds the development of eval.uation
antePia 7JJhich pl'ope1"Zy assess the aecumay of assignment model·s
and effeativeness of' t~affia assignment teahniques. This paps~

outZ,ines and demonstroates 8u:itabte assignment peroforom:znce
meaSU1"BS. In 80 do·i,ng, the anaZ,ysis aims to aBsess the
suitabi,l.ity of the equil.ibroiwn assignment vis-a-v'is eonventionaZ
assignment teehniques, foro appZ,ieation to a z,aroge Au8troaZ,'ian
uroban netuJo1"k. The study uJil.l. foous upon the Gr-eater- Met.boume
~oad netwo~k aonsisting of' 4453 modes, 736 .ones and 5350
two zJay 7,inks. It 'i8 shO!JJn that a combination of tests whieh
ape sensit'ive to the objeet'ive(s) of' the investigation is a
mor-e proaetieal at.terrnative than a singZ,e meaSU7"e of' assignment
per"jormanee. This paper" also eoneludes that mult'ipath,
equitibroium assignment teehniques ar>e better> suited to the
Gr>eatero MeZ,boume u1"ban 1'000 networ-k# and mOr>e generoal,ly to
-road netuJor'ks e:x;peroienaing eongestion.
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Though a significant proportion of research in transportation
has been devoted to the development of assignment techniques, scant ,t"onti

has been directed towards the development of evaluation criteria which assess
the accuracy of assignment models and allow the planner to make nonnative
statements about the effectiveness of traffic assignment techniques.

TESTING OF ASSIGN/lENT TECHNIQUES

The past decade and a half has seen the problem of assigning ar',vo__
to large congested urban road networks addressed by a growing array of
quantitative techniques. These range from approximate solution techniques
such as all-or-nothing and multi path procedures to incremental and iterative
capacity restrained algorithms, and more recently, equilibrium network
loading procedures.,

INTROOUCTI ON

The objective of this paper is to propose and demonstrate suitable
assignment performance measures" In so doing, the analysis aims to assess
whether the fixed demand all or nothing (A/N) or multi path equilibrium
assignment, as outlined in the Urban Transportation Planning System (UTPS) is
superior to other Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) techniques (such as
fixed demand all or nothing incremental loaded assignments), when applied to
a large Austral ian urban road network,

Relatively few applications are being made of the more sophisticated
equilibrium techniques in Australia despite ongoing theoretical and practical
developments and their availability in transportation planning packages (such
as the Urban Transportation Planning System 1979). Eash, Janson and Boyce (
have noted the reluctance of planners to implement the more recent
methods and concluded that this is partially attributable to a lack of
evidence concerning the new equilibrium techniques performance in large
operations,

Initially the paper will propose and discuss techniques which may be
useful in assessing assignment performance, followed by an outline of the
various parameters used in the nineteen test assignments, The study focuses
on the Greater Melbourne road network consisting of 4453 nodes, 736 zones
and 5350 two way links" The final two sections will summarise and conclude
the findings of the study,

The paper is directed at those practitioners concerned with the
assignment of trips on large urban road networks. It is assumed that the
reader is familiar with the assignment techniques currently available in the
UTPS and FHWA planning packages, though a brief description of the assignment
techniques used in this study and their relative merits is given in Apelbaum
and James (1982).,
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(l )

po
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I (pII : pIIG) = ::>: Pi In Pi
i

(3) Tests of assignment criteria - assess the ability of a
assignment to sati$fy the underlying theoretical philosophy of

assignment methodology (1) Tests to be examined include Murchland's
, Van Vliet's delta and the error term,

where Pio prior probability of a vehicle travelling on link i,

Pi posterior probability of vehicle travelling on link i

The problem of selecting an appropriate quantitative measure (or
a combination of measures) is compounded by the various means by which
assignment models can be evaluated including the degree of convergence,

extent to which the assignment technique satisfies underlying theoretical
'o.'ra'Llons and the over a11 accuracy between the observed 1i nk vol ume

and assigned volumes.. This section will propose and discuss techniques
may be useful in assessing assignment model performance, The tests have

divided into three categories ;
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Batty and March (1976) examined the form of information gain for
ication in trip distribution model evaluation. The concept is derived

Theorem which relates prior and posterior probabilities to a
likelihood function.. The formulation of information gain, as

ibed by Batty and March, and applied to assignment of fixed travel demand,
described by ;

tn this application, Wardrop's user equilibration criterion~which

states that no user can improve his or her travel time (or reduce
travel costs) by unilaterally changing routes,

(I) Parametric tests - tests where models specify certain conditions
the distribution of the population from which the research sample was

The significance of the results depends on the validity of the
,""umnt;;nn, The information gain test will be considered in this category ..

(2) Non Parametric tests - tests where models do not specify
about the distribution of the population from which the sample

drawn; includes ratio, coYr-elation co-efficient,
~ mean and standard deviation of differences, mean absolute error,

(no,r,'nt root mean square error, Theil's inequality co-efficient, the Chi
test and Kolmogorov Smirnov two sample test.
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n

observed volume on link i,

assigned volume on link i,

number of links with both assigned and count volumes
in the network or within a particular road category

is the total observed trips" (counts)
the observed volume on link i

n

°i

Where Ei

Where po
1

Mean Ratio

Ei and Pi = 0i
TE To

Ei the assigned volume on link
TE = is the total expected (or assigned) trips

To

°i

TESTING OF ASSIGNMENT TECHNIQUES
When the posterior probability equals the prior probability then

I (pII : pIIG) equates to zero and the assigned volumes are considered a
perfect fit against observed volumes"

Ratio of assigned to count volumes

This is a commonly used test (Edwards and Robinson 1977, Smith and
Brennan 19S0; Boyce,Janson and Eash 1981) that ranks assignment performance
according to the ratio of assigned volumes to count volumes" It is
represented mathematically by

2: Ei
n Oi

Non-Parametric Tests

Information gain was applied by Smith and Hutchinson (19Sl) for
dete,mining the most appropriate 900dness of fit test for alternative trip
distribution models.. They noted that a simulation which has a single over
estimation balanced by a large number of smaller underestimates could appear
worse than one in which very large over and under estimates tended to occur
in equal numbers.. A similar' situation is experienced in the analysis of
assignment models, and as a result, equation 1 was modified to derive
absolute values such that

Non-parametric tests do not imply conditions about the distribution
of a population though they do assume that observations are independent events
and that the vanable belng examlned has underlying continuity. The
relating to non-parametric tests are considered weaker than conditions
specified by parametric tests
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( 4 )

n

L I liln 1 - Oir4ean Abso 1ute
Difference ratio

Link Ratio

1 I 35
2 065
3 I 40
4 0, gO
5 o 60
6 LlO

route assigned volumes to route count volumes

Variations of the ratio include ;

screen line assigned volumes to screen line count volumes

assigned vehicle miles of travel to count vehicle miles of travel

The point is best illustrated by an example, Assume a six (6) link
k with the following assigned to count volume ratios:

A ratio of one (1) indicates a perfect fit between assigned and
volumes" Care must be taken in applying the test for assignments
some links in the network are assigned volumes in excess of observed
whilst others are assigned lower volumes than that observed,

factor to be examined is not the actual value of the ratio,but the
of the difference between the ratio and one (1) such that

ratio test as defined in equation ( 3) would sum the ratios and
the total number of links, resulting in a perfect value of one (1),

,~==~~=EO,,;is that the assignment algorithm accurately simulates existing
which it clearly does not .. The more correct value of

as defined by equation ( 4) indicates the magnitude of the deviation
unity, the lower' the value the better the fit of assigned to observed

ues, The ratio as defined by equation ( 3) is still useful in indicating
the assignment technique under or over assigns trips for a specified

k and trip table
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The mean value being sought and adopted in this study is the mean
absolute value described by

Mean and standard deviation of diffe[ences

The mean and standard deviation (S .. O) have the following fonnat
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r(Oi,Ei) = n ::E0iEi - ::EOirEi (5)
i i i

[~~ o~ -~(Oi)2}{n~E~ - ~(Ei)2)] Y,

n
Mean = ::E (Oi - Ei)

1

TESTING OF ASSIGNMENT TECHNIQUES

Correlation co-efficient

The mean value, as defined by equation (6 ), can give misleading
results when the differences between observed link counts and assigned
link volumes are either positive or negative" In these circumstances
negative differences cancel a portion of the positive differences or vice
versa"

The closer r (Oi ,Ei) approximates to ··1 or +1, the better the fit
of assigned to observed volumes"

The sample correlation co-efficient (r) tests the degree of linear
between two independent variables" If there exists n pairs of (Oi, Ei)
represent a sample size n from a bivariate population then;
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ImeanI
Average Count Volume
for the road category

Mean absolute error

The lower the error term, the better the fit between observed and
volumes,

Root mean square error

The root mean square error ;s described by

RMS error = [~
i=1

APELBAUM and JAMES

MAE = i~IOi - Eil

n2

MAE is a suitable test for assessing assi9nment model performance
that n, the number of 1inks is the same for all test types.

if comparing the ability of an assignment algorithm to
ate i volumes for different link types (for example minor roads

freeways) then the comparison may be biased to that road category type
represents the larger proportion of links in the network

The test has received widespread application in recent times (Smith
Brennan 1980, Edwards and Robinson 1977, Oxlad 1976 and Black and Salter

For perfect fit, the RMS error value equates to zero; the least
of the error indicates the best model or the best variation of a

ay assignment technique

The lower the value of the mean absolute difference, the better the
fit of assigned to count volumes,

When comparing the capabilities of an assignment technique to
simulate flows for a particular road category, a normal ising procedure needs
to be appl ied to take account of the difference in average volumes"
A percentage mean absolute value was calculated for each road category,
according to ;

The mean absolute error (MAE) has been applied in the evaluation of
distribution models (Smith and Hutchinson 1981) For application in

,<';ionm"n model performance assessment, the error equation has been
to ;
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n

Av, Count Volume for the road category

[

n J0;.2 (Oi)2
1=1

RM_S_e_r_ro_r x 100

1

f
~ (Ei)2]0;
i=_I__ +

n

% R!'lS error

when compared with the t test, the K-S test has a higher power
efficiency for small samples,

is more powerful than the X2 or median test

U values of zero indicate perfect fit

In particular, Oxlad recommended the use of the K-S test for the
following reasons;

TESTING OF ASSIGNt1ENT TECHNIQUES

Chi Square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample tests

One of the major drawbacks of the previous non-parametric tests
is that they do not indicate whether the differences between observed and
assigned link volumes are significant. Oxlad recognised this defici and
proposed that tests of significance, such as the Chi Square (X2) and
Smirnov (K-S) two sample tests, be considered when testing assignment
performance,

Theils Inequality Co-efficient

A technique determining the ratio of the root mean square error
to the sum of the root mean squares of the ground counts and assigned
volumes was developed by Theil (1965) and has the following form;

The RMS error as described by equation (11) is suitable for comparing
2ssignment techniques over an entire network, as the number of links per road
category remains constant. However, when comparing the effectiveness of an
assignment technique to simulate volumes for various road types, biases may
be introduced by the squaring of differences which are inherently large, due
to the large volumes carried by a higher capacity link,and comparing these
to low capacity links To overcome this bias, the percent root mean square
error test was applied and is described by
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Let us briefly consider the mechanics of the Chi square and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test and examine whether both non-parametric
tests are ideed suitable for assessing the performance of various assignment
techniques.

Chi Square (X2)

The X2 test determines goodness of fit between the frequency
distribution of the assignment model and that of observed volumes. The
hypothesis tested is that the assignment model produces a link volume
distribution which is not significantly different from that of the ground
counts, on the basis of a defined significant level, which is the
probability or risk of falsely rejecting the hypothesis.

The form of the statistic is as follows;
square error
d assigned

form; x2

"here

~[(FO' - FE.)2]1 1 1

FO i

F0i number of links with ground counts in i th intervaL

metric tests
n observed and
is ~efici and

(X ) and
ass; gnment

test for the

higher power

= number of links with assigned counts in the
ith interval

n = number of 1inks

The values of X2 are distributed approximately as Chi Square with
degrees of freedom equated to (r-1) (k-1),where r is the number of row's
and k is the number of columns in the contingency table.

The procedure for assignment model application is to split the link
(or route) volumes into categories, determine the frequency per category
and evaluate the X2 value.. If the X2 value is greater than that of the
distribution value then the hypothesis is rejected. The user must ensure
that the total expected volume is equivalent to the total observed volume.
For further detailed theoretical explanation see Siegel (1956),

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov/two sample test

The K-S statistic tests whether two independent samples have been
drawn from the same population. Essentially, the two sample test is
concerned with agreement between two sets of sample values, If the two samples
come from the same population,then cumulative distributions are expected to be
equivalent except for random differences, A significant deviation between
cumulative distributions is evidence to reject the null hypothesis; that the
Observed and assigned counts come from the same population.
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TESTING OF ASSIGNMENT TECHNIQUES
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FIGURE 1. HYPOTHETICAL NETWORK"

Link Volume.

Link Volume

IfaX2 or K-S two sample test were applied both tests would
conclude that the assigned volumes fit the observed volumes as the frequency
distributions(assuming equal intervals} are identical. However, inspection
of the network volumes indicates sizable differences between the observed and
assigned volumes" The only conclusion that can be drawn is that the
assignment algorithm produces a similar proportion of trips per interval to
that of the observed volumes"

Though the K-S test is a powerful statistical test when comparing
observed and expected distributions, the concept of comparing frequency
distributions is detrimental to assessing the capabilities of a particular
assignment technique in simulating 1ink or route volumes" Consider the
hypothetical network shown in Figure L

As with the X2 statistic, link volumes are split in equal interval
enabling the detennination of cumulative frequency distributions"
interval, one distribution is subtracted from the other. Unlike the
which considers the relative importance of all deviations, the K-S test
focuses upon the largest deviation. (See Siegel 1956, for a mathematical
definition of the test) ..

o Observed

E Assigned



Error term

Van Vliet's delta

cost.

(15 )
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a slightly different variation by expressing t as

L CaFa ::>: Ti j C*ij
a i ,,j

/ ::>: CaFa - L . Ti j C*ijW a i ,J (16 )

L Ti j C* i j
i ,j

A value of zero indicates perfect fit
181

Van Vliet's delta

C*ij = minimum cost of travel along route Ri,j

A value of zero indicates perfect fit.
MuYchland'sdis, in fact, a measure of excess travel

Fa flow on 1ink a

Murchland's delta

Tij number of trips from origin i to destination j

J
~I

Three such assessment techniques are proposed ;

Where Ca = cost of travel on link a

Previous parametric and non parametric tests relied on
ing assigned volumes to count volumes, and as a result assumed that
in measuring count volumes were sufficiently low as to not bias

ts. One means of overcoming the problem of introducing count volumes
siqnm,!nt performance assessment is to investigate how closely the

technique satisfies Wardrop's user equilibrium criteria.

Murchland's delta

Murchland (1969) quantified the degree of convergence and showed that
upper limit on the difference between total network travel cost and the cost

if all trips travelled via the minimum path is set by! such that
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SELECTION OF PARAMETER VALUES

number of iterations

As well as assessing the effects of combining various traffic
dispersion criteria with network loading algorithms, the study aimed
to identify the most suitable set of values from the following input
parameters;

impedance function(l)weightings

182

theta (8)

delay factors - at freeway exits and entries

toll values

Error' term TA

This is adopted by the UTPS program and sirni12yly to Van Vliet's
delta and MuYchlandls delta, can be used as a rne3.SUIE! of assignment
per'formance, It is described by -

number of equal increments

TESTING OF ASSIGNMENT TECHNIQUES

The parameter specifications for the nineteen test assignments
are shown in Table I as a two (2) dimensional matrix (impedance function by
number of equal increments} for the FHWA, A/N, incremental loading, fixed
demand assignments, and a three (3) dimensional matrix (number of iterations
by impedance function by theta) for the UTPS A/N or multipath, equilibrium
loaded, fixed demand assignments,

I, The following impedance function was adopted (as prescribed by the FHWA
and UTPS programs)
Impedance = CTIME x T + COIST x 0 (Non toll links)
CTIME = time co-efficient in impedance per hour
T = travel time per link (in hours)
COIST = distance co-efficient in impedance per kilometre
o = length of link in hundredths of kilometres

For toll links CTOLL is substituted for COIST CTOLL is impedance per
dollar of toll
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TABLE 1: TABULATION OF LABEL NUMBERS BY P"lAMETER SPECIFICATION
FOR F K.WA. ANO UUS ASSIGNMENTS

IMPEDANCE FUNCTION

--....- TIMEWT J.O 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 '.0

~ISTWT 20.0 0.0 1.0 l.0 l.0 J.O
F.H.W.A.

No of equal
Illuelllellls

4 , 2 3 4,6+ 5

5 )

U lP.S. THETA THETA THETA THETA

0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 .15 0.00 0.15
No of It"wllons

_____ 4____ 'A 2 11
f----~- ---

5 4_ ..- _L., ____ -'-- --- -_..
G

l
7
T
"--4--- - -~ -_. "- --

81
r--------· 9 3 [l'8

t As,rgllluelll IlullIllers :lre shown lor each category
+ O~I]y_lilllll

T Toll
1 Dt:lilY "'I 5
., Deldy=30

NETWORK DESCRIPTION

The road network used in the study incorporates the 1978 Melbourne
statistical division covering an area of 6,110 square kilometres. The total
population in 1978 for the fifty-five local government areas therein was
approximately 267 million, including I 18 million employed persons.

The network itself is detailed (see Figure 2) consisting of
736 zones, 4453 nodes and 5056 two way links A wide range of traffic
conditions can be observed in the study area including congestion on some
arterial links .. Each link has been categorized into the followin9 four
road groups;

~1inor Roads

Undivided arterial roads

Divided arterial roads

Freeways and freeway ramps

Table 2 shows the proportion of assigned and count links for each
road category.. The 1978 twenty four hour ground counts were obtained from
the Country Roads Board (1978) The 1978 trip table was derived from
formulae developed by the Metropolitan Transportation Committee (1969) and

altered to take account of lane use characteristics and increased
trip rates,

1B3
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Information gain

which is a term incorporating absolute differences,

TABLE 2: DISTRIBUTION OF NETWORK LINKS.

Although simplistic measures of p9 and Pi were adopted in this study,
e thorough interpretation of these ptobabillties could be obtained by

use of conditional probabilities based upon the probability of a driver
a feeder link

Table 3 shows that the ranking of assignment techniques by the
lnf'ornlation gain measure is in general agreement with other non-parametric

This is not surprising if one considers that equation (2) can be
to -

STUDY RESULTS

The study results will be presented in three(3) segments" The first
ews the capabilities of the statistical measures outlined in the previous

,ecticln to assess assignment model performance. The relative performance of
assignment techniques as applied to the entire network is then assessed

lowed by a more detailed discussion of the capabilities of each assignment
que to simulate link volumes for various road categories ..

ASSIGNED TWO TWO WAY LINKS
ROAD CATEGORY '!lAY LINKS WITH COUNTS

No .. Column % No, Column %

Minor Roads 725 143 374 248

Undivided Main Roads 2530 500 861 572

Divided Main Roads 1683 334 241 160

Freeways and Freeway Ramps 118 23 30 20

TOTAL 5056 1000 1506 1000

LEGEND

:TWORK

!
>-'-.----c-----.J



F.H.W.A.
U.T.P.S,ASSIGNMENT

TYPE 0

, 1 3 • , 6 7 , 2 3 4 1 8 9 ID 11 11
, ,

AIN AlN A/N AIN AlN A/N A/N AlN MUL TI MULTI MULJI AlN AlN AIN AIN MULTI A/N MULTI AIN4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4INC. 4 INC. 5 INC. 5 Ea. IT. 4 EO. IT. a Ea. IT. S EO. IT. S EO.IT. 6 EO. tT. 6 eO.IT. 6 ea. IT. S Ea. IT. -4 EO. IT. a EO. IT'. 4 EO. IT.TWT~1.0 TWT~\.O TWT-2.0 TWT-"3.0 TWT·4. TWT'3,0 lWT.:1.0 TWT"l.O TWT~3.0 TWT"3.0 TWT-J.O TWT~3.0 TWT"3.0 TWT>03.c TWT·3.0 TWT-2.0 TWT"'2.0 TWT.... 'O TWT~.OOWToO.O OVH-l.O IYNT~1.0 OWT"l.O OWl_l.O DWT",'.O DWT..o.O DWT-20.0 DWT_1.O DWT~l.O DWT-1.o OWT.l.O OWT_l.O OWT_t.O OWT-1.0 OWT_l.O DWT_l.O OWT-1.0 DWT~',ODELAY OLL TOLL TOLL TOLL TOLL •
TEST TYPE

... , ,0
peLAY·'.5I

DELAY"3 DELAY-,.

P~rametllc Test
2.243 1.116 2.180 2.190 Z.l92 2.239 2.192 2.072 2.027 2.051 2.016 2.024 2.067 2.0"13 Z.l91 2.0]7 2.060 2.0]8InformatIOn Gain. -

Non Pa!anl€tric
0.4386 0.4284 0.4316 0.4327 0.4332 0.4438 0.4336 0.4255 0.4183 0.4247 0.4189 0.4204 - 0,4234 0,4258 DAm OA207 0.4254 0.4225Mean Absolute OIfference RatiO.

Correlation Co-eft. 0.8436 0.8416 0.8487 0.8429 0.8491 0.8354 0.8457 0.850J 0.8525 0.8514 0.8544 0.8532 - 0.8434 0.8425 0.8293 0.8508 0.8469 0.8505

Mean Difference. 1326 1463 1411 1414 1403 1252 1327 1422 1343 1446 1379 1367 - 1384 1411 1593 1375 1451 1319
Standard DevlallOn OT 7093 7106 6934 6961 6943 7230 7038 6840 6756 6787 6709 6735 - 6936 6962 7261 6781 6873 6795Ditlerence:

Mean 01 Absolute Differences. 5391 5433 5328 5338 5311 5409 I 5321 5180 5087 5143 5069 5084 - 5139 5169 5382 5097 5125 5094

Mean Absolute EHor. ].58 3.61 3.54 3.54 3.53 3,59 3.53 3.44 3.38 3.42 3.37 3.38 - 3,41 3.43 3.58 3.39 3.41 3.38

% Root Mean Square. 40.36 40,58 39.57 39.73 39.61 41.l5 40.06 39.37 311.82 39.11 38.60 35.73 4£.li3 39.86 40.0' 41.a9 38.99 39.59 39.00

TIIeds' Inequality Co-elf. 0.1696 0.1712 0.1670 0.1675 0.1669 0.1726 0.1684 0.1656 0.1634 0.1648 0.1626 0.1631 - 0.1682 0.1689 0.1772 0.1644 0.1670 0.1641

Tests oi ASSignment Criteria. ,
Murchlimds. • - 22975 72085 115381 165513 552048 31906 10256 14SS4 9872 20994 24090 76489 67846 57815 21246 33745 37190 66702

Van Vliets. • - 0.0239 0.0486 0.0574 0.0654 0.02342 0.0599 D.OOI2 0.022 O.OQ] 0.012 0.013 0.039 0.039 0.027 0.015 0.025 0.015 0.030
Error Term. - 0.0234 0.0464 0.0543 0.0614 0.1898 0.0565 0.0012 0,021 0.007 0.012 0.013 0.037 0.038 0.027 0.015 0.024 0.015 0.029
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," the event that P~ and P. could be accurately determined, the
"mation gain test would'provid~ a more rigorous assessment of the fit of

to assigned volumes than the non-parametric tests"

Ratio of assigned to count volumes

As previously discussed, the use of the mean of assigned to count
volumes for the purposes of comparing assignment techniques, will be misleading

some proportion of the links on the network are over··assigned trips while
others are under-assigned trips.. Table 4 illustrates this anomaly by comparing
the relative ranking of the assignments, according to the mean ratio and the
mean absolute ratio. The mean ratio ranks the incrementally loaded
assignments ahead of equilibrium loaded assignments, whereas the mean absolute
ratio shows preference towards the equilibrium loaded assignments.

Future applications of a ratio test should implement the mean
absolute ratio, particularly in circumstances where there is a mixture of
over and underassigned links.

Correlation co-efficien~

Much has been written about the correlation ca-efficient and it is not
the purpose of this paper to reiterate the relative merits or otherwise of
this co"Oefficicnt, The test is a measure of the degree by which a linear
relationship can be fitted between the observed and assigned link volumes

as such is a useful performance criteria. Reference to Table 3 indicates
the correlation ca-efficient ranks assignments in accordance with other
types"

Mean and standard deviation of differences

Tables 5, 6a and 6b highlight the different ranking interpretations
of the mean difference, the absolute mean difference and the percentage absolute

difference performance measures,

Table 5 indicates that a comparison of the ranking behaviour of both
test types results in differing interpretations of the relative performance
of each assignment package ..

The mean difference test, which does not take account of biases
created by positive and negative differences cancelling, ranks incremental
loading ahead of equilibrium loading .. Alternatively, the mean absolute
value ranks the multipath equilibrium loaded assignment ahead of the A(N
equilibrium loaded assignment and the A(N incremental loaded assignment.

Tables 6a and 6b show the effect that normalizing the mean absolute
criteria can have on the ranking of assignment performance for each

category.. It is evident that a ranking of the assignment teChnique's
lities in predicting flows for particular road categories can be

ng unless a normalising procedure as outlined by equation (9) is
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TABLE 4, RATIO OF ASSIGNEO TO COUNT VOLUNES

TABLE 6a: MEAN

F.H,W.A. U.T.P.S.
ASSIGNMENT , 1 4 , , , 1 J 4 5 , , a , 10 11

11 I
, I

TYPE
t.4UL TIAIN AIN AlN AIN AIN AlN AIN AIN MULTI MULTI KJLTI AIN AIN AlN AIN MULTI AlN AIN

" INC. 4 INC. 41NC. 4 INC. 41NG. 41NC. S ;,\/C. S Ea. IT. 4 EO. :T. a Ea. iT. S Ea. IT. S EQ IT. 6 EO. IT. 6 Ea. IT. 6 EO. IT. 8 ea. IT. 4 EO.IT. a EO. IT. 4 EO. IT,
rwT=1.0 TWT~1.0 Tln=2.0 TWT"3.0 TWT=4. TWT=~I.O TWT=I.O TWTa l.0 TWT=;I.O TN1"'3.0 TWT-3.o TWT=3.0 TWT"'3,O TWT-a.c TWT"'3.0 TWT=2.0 TWT-r.!.O TWT--I.D TWToo4.0
DWT:O.O OWT"I.O OWl=l.O OWT=1.0 DWT=1.0 DWT~l.o DWT=-O.O DWT-20.0 DWT*1.0 DWTN 1.0 OWT~1.0 CoWl-I.O OWl.I.O OWl.I.O OWT_1.0 OWl.I.O OWl_l.O DWT..4,O owl-loO

DELAY OLL TOLl. TOll \TOLL TOLL ,

RATIO TESTS
-1,0 ELAY..l.5

DELAY-3 DELAY-',

Mean Rallo 1.0324 1.0224 !.1l282 1.0271 1.0283 1.0475 1.0341 UI472 1.0487 1.04]7 1.0508 1.0524 - 1.Q596 1,0578 1.0533 1.0524 1.0543 1.0577
( Ranking/ (5) (1) (3) (I) (4) (a) (6) (7) 110) (5) (Ill Ill) - (17) {16) 113) 111) (14) 115)

Mean Absolute Difference RatiQ 0.4386 0.4284 0.4316 0.4327 0.4332 0.4438 0.4336 0.<155 0.4183 G.4Z47 0.4189 0.4104 - 0.4214 0.4158 0.4425 0.4207 0.4254 0.4215

( Rankln& 'I 116) ill) (12) (l3) (14) Ila) 115) (5) (1) (7) (1) (3) - (6) 110) (17) (4) (8) (5)

iU~
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co

TABLE 5: MEAN OIFFERENCE, MEAN !OIFFERENCEI, " MEAN 10lFFERENCEI

F.H.'NA U.T.P,S,ASSIGNMENT
2 I J

,i 4 , 6 I , 1 J 4 ) 6 7 a 9 10 11 (1 ~TYPE
AIN AIN AIN AIN AIN AIN AIN AIN MUL Tt MULTI MULTI AIN AIN AlN AIN MULTI AIN MUL TI AIN4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. SiNe. S EO. IT. 4 Ea. IT. B Ea. IT. SEa. IT. S EO.IT. G EO.IT. 6 EO.IT. G EO. IT. S Ea. IT. 4 EO.IT. B Ea. IT. 4 EO. IT.TWT~1.0 TWT..l.0 T'Nr,2.0 TWT..J.O TWT·4. TWr'3.0 TWT~1.0 TWT~1.0 T'ftT-J.O TWT~.O TWT~3.0 TWT"J.O TWT'3.0 TWT-3.o TWT"J,O TWT·2.0 TWT4.0 TWT.-.j.o TWT~.O ,

DWT=O.O DWl'I,O DWM.O DWT.. '.O DWT..l.0 OWT=1.0 a.rvT:Q.O ooT-20.0 OWT~l.a DWT.I.O DWT.l.0 OWl_l.O DWM.o DWT~1.0 OWl_l.O DWT_l.0 DWT_l.0 CNo'T-l.O OWl_l.O
,,DIFFERENCE DELAY OLL TOLl. TOLl. TOLL TOLl.

TESTS " 1.0
ELAY"'l.5

OELAY"\) DELAY-I.

w Oillerence 1326 1~63 tHI !H~ I~03 1252 t327 1422 1343 lH6 1379 1367 - l384 141l 1593 1375 H51 l319
IRanking) III 1161 !Ill 1.121 110) 11) (4) (13) 151 (l4) la, fii) - ,5) III ) (1/) III 1151 111

u Absolute DFlference 5391 5433 m8 5338 5311 5409 5321 5180 5087 5143 5069 5084 - 5139 5169 5387 5097 5125 5094
I Ranklll&~) (6) l1a) 113) 114) !Il) 117) (lZ) liD) 131 18) (1) (I) - (71 ,9( (15) 151 '6) 14)

% u Absolute Dilterence 30.16 30.39 29.81 29.86 29.7\ 30.26 29.77 29.2Q t8.68 28.99 28.58 28.66 - 28.97 29.14 30.34 28.73 28.89 2U2
IRanklngl 1151 118) {J31 (H) (11) (16) 112) (lOl 13) (8) (I) 12) - 171 191 (17) (~) r6) (4)

..,,, ............... ,,,..~.~ ,..,,. ..... ~......." ..~_.... ,_ ......-.._.._-, _. .._.. . ....... _..

f.H.W.A

\~MENT Z , , b
,

TYPE AIN A/N AIN MN AIN AIN AIN

4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC.. 5 INC.

TWT·1.0 TWT~1.0 TWT-2.0 TWr·3.0 TWT.4,0 TWT ·3.0 TwT-1.0
,",wT_Cl Cl nwT.: (I nWT_l n nWT.1.0 OWT~LO OVH.1.0 OWT=O.O
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A/N

5 INC.
TI'Hw1.0
OWT"O.O

,
AIN

4 INC.
TWT -3.0
DWT~1.0

DELAY
.,1.0

5
AIN

4 INC.
TWT.4.0
OWT~1.0

•AIN
4 INC.

TWT·3.0
OWT,,1.0

3
AIN

4 INC.
TWT·2.0
DWT~1.0

"N
4 INC.

TWT-1.0
OWT -La

51 15331 0.95 631 5438 31.56 '$ 5347 31.04 696 5320 30.88 70l 15270 30.591483 5402 31.3
661 r,'16

30.28 »
11 I 11) (31 11) (21 (31 111 12) (3) 12) 12) iJI 121 (1) 13) 11) (11 131 11) (11 131 ."

'"
1531 6698 1.96 1978 7067 23.1 1744 22.42 1637 6885 22.5 15886796 22.282012 6640 21.7 15036692

.-
6841 21.94 ro

121 (3) 121 13) 11) (1) (41 121 '3) (41 121 (3) (41 (1) (1) 131 III (11 (31 III
»

III c:;:

448 800 28.0 57867027 24.63 1813 5533 19.39 180 56J3 9.74 -563 5843 ZO.48 -399 867 3iJ,3 20 8180 128.67 '"
(4) (4) (2) (4) (4) 12) 13) 11) ill 13) (I) (11 (31 il) (4) 114) (1) (4) (41 (1) "(3) 0.

!3209 \1473 '1'45.521269914241143.161290Z\42n ,3.6713021 14358 144.351306014407 144.85129.5Z1371 14.4SPZ23 1451 145.30
(3) j {l) (4) 13) III (4) (4]' (I) (4) (4) (I) (4) (4) (I) (4) (3) (1) (4) I (3) (1) (4)

TABLE 6b: MEAN DIFFERENCE. MEAN IDIFFERENCEI. \ MEAN !DlFFERENCE! BY ROAD TYPE-A;N. MULTIPATH EQUILIBRIUM ASSIGNMENTS

u Dillelence

1
1326 1463 1411 IH4 1~03 1252 1327

I
Im 1343

I

1446 13I:l 1367 - 1384 14ll 15'33 1375 1451 1319
(Ranking) 131 il6l 1111 m) 110) ," (4) l13} (5) 114} (8) 16) ,9) Illl ( 17) 111 115) ,1)

u Absolute Oillerence

1

539L 5433 5328 5338 5311 5409 \321 \180 5087 5143 5069 5084 - 5139 5169 5387 5091 5115 5094

(Ranklllg~l d6\ tl8l Il3) 114l (11 ) Un Ill} (10) 13) 18) 11) 11) - ,11 ,9) 05) ,51 ,61 14)

29.86 29.71 30.26 29,77 29.20 t8.68 28.99 18.\8 28.66 - 28.97 29.14 30.:14 28.13 28.89 28.72

(14) 111\ !l6) il2) (\01 13) (8) (I) "1 - III ,9L 117) 151 '"' 141

Freewavs

( Ranking)

~

00

Minor Road

I Ranking!

U~divided Maifl Road

( Ranklngt

Divided Main Road

I Ranking)

ROAD
CATEGORY

U.T.P.S.

ASSIGNMENT I
, 1 J 4 5 6 7 8 , la II II

TYPE
AIN MUL TI MUL TI MUL TI AIN AlN A/N AIN MUL TI A/N MUL TI A:N

5 Ea. IT. 4 Ea. IT. 8 Ea. IT. S Ea. IT. S Ea. IT. 6 Ea. IT. 6 Ea. IT. 6 Ea. IT. 8 Ea. IT. 4 Ea. IT. o Ea. iT 4 Ea. IT.
TWT=1.0 TWT= 3.0 TI'IT;3.0 TWT:3.0 TWT"3.0 TlVT""3.0 TWT =3.0 TWT=3.0 TWT"'2.0 TWT=2.0 TwT.4.0 TWT.,,4.0
OWT=20.0 OWT=1.0 OWl" 1.0 DWT"l.O OWT=1.0 OWT"1.0 DWT:.'.O DWT"1.0 DWT~1.0 OWT=-1.0 OWl= 1.0 DWT= 1.0

TOLL TOLL TeLL TOLL TOLL

ROAD
CA HGORY DELAY DELAY=l.S

"
uc": ;."c,J :()~;II '. '. "

;0,111 :c,i!, 1';;,,, u Ddl ~I[jllilllc':" Cdlu \.I'dl :0,\' ,0,) ,.",u D,n .y,C,11I 0,1(1 [,lly;[j1l' 'C'II ~dt ":lI"'1 :o,011 u ~:" u'O,lj C,I;I U Dn~ " 0,'1 ',:C.r: Cdt IO,P! c.; u C,iI ." ,CrTI c.:"

Minor Road 3041 me H.G5 279614158 41.32 3058 4304143.8 1905 4177 42.51 2901 4227 43.02 - . . 19la 4206 42.3
"" 1'113 l'·98

3009 m9 -1U 679 14078141.5 971 4224 -12.99,. '" I'I RJnklng) 14) (I) 14) {4) (1) (4) 131 (I) 14) (4) (I) (4) I~) Il) I~) 13) 11\ (~) (4) (I) (4) 13) I J) ,~) i3) III (4) :~) i \l (·n 14) il) (~)

UndiVided Main Road 8H SOU 293 7\5 \008

1

2907 358 5001 29 03 75~ ,~~54 18 76 751 1970 118 35 - 681 sooa 29.07 7J1 15084 19.5 816 5270 30.5 '" 'Or 8171505r·J1
635 5054·9.1

I Ranking) (1) 12) (11 It) 12) 13) ," 12) 11) 11) (2) 111 11) IZ) (2J ii) 12) ,2) It) I Z) (3) (\) (2) "1 III 12) r3) ll) 12) 13) r I) r2) 13)

D,vlded Main Road 1558

1

6407 21.00 17666387 2094 1680 6384 '20 931678 6381 1092 163,!,'" 2081 - 1220
"04 ro." 13476453 1.17 14H 6567 21.5 18201'''4 1.2 311 '''TOI 16086423 2105

1) ,3) I "1 12) d) d) i 3) 13) 11)\ RJnkln~ j 111 13) (11 (Zl \31 (l) ,11 '3) 1111 ,11 131 11) 111 (3) III (2) {3) IJ) 12) 13) r'11 r2) 13) IJ)

'DO l155 15.13597 9768

1

".,~ 2872 83~8 9.26 7979 l.la ~O.24 1931

1

"4514.1 811 1090 .1.3F;~ewavs

18°T"
32.22 18037S10 27 37 -3293 100 31.39 1n 8269 28.:;8

187T2J~ 1
28
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Root mean sguare error (RMSEl

TESTING OF ASSIGNMENT TECHNIQUES

The standard deviation of differences is presented in Table 7 to
highlight the skewed nature of the difference distribution Analysis
indicated that the difference distribution did not fit a nonnal distribution,
disallowing the option of applying t tests for significance testing to
non-parametric performance measures ..

The results show that equilibrium loading provides a better fit to
observed volumes for divided main roads and undivided main roads,while the
incremental loading algorithm was better able to forecast link volumes on
freeways and freeway ramps ..

Reference to Tables 8, 9,10 and 11 shows that the ranking of
assignment performance for each road category coincides with the ranking of
road types according to the highest number of links (see Table 2)

The MAE will provide a similar ranking of assignments to that of the
!T!e~n absolute difference test. as the number of links n, is the same for all
assignments. However, when comparing a single assignment's performance for
various road categories within the network the ranking becomes a function of
the n2 term ,resulting in a grading of road type which reflects the number of
links in the road category, rather than the performance of the assignment
algorithm.

The RMSE and %Ri'lSE ranks assignment techniques in a similar fashion
to information gain and mean absolute differences Table 3 shows that the
%RMSE perfonnance measure ranks multi path equilibrium loading ahead of AjN
equilibrium loading and AjN incremental loading ..

The mean absolute difference measure should be applied in preference
to mean difference criteria when ranking assignment performance over a
area If assessing the perfonnance of an assignment algorithm for particular
road categories, the percentage mean absolute difference should be
implemented ..

Percentage RMSE ranks the fit of observed to assigned volumes for
each road type in an identical manner to that of the percentage mean absolute
difference (see Tables 8, g, 10 and 11.) There appears to be little difference
in the capabilities of both the percentage absolute difference and percentage
RMSE to ranking the performance of assignment techniques for each road
category ..
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F.H.W.A. U.T.P.S.
ASSIGNMENT

I 2 3 • 7 ., 2
TYPE

, , 3 • 5 , 7 8 9 10 11 12
A/N A/N AiN A/N A/N A/N A/N AlN MUL TI MULTI MUL Tl AlN AIN AlN A/N MULTI A/N MULTI A/N
"INC. • INC. • INC. • INC• • INC. 4INC. S INC. 5 ea. IT• 4 Ea. IT. a ~Q.IT. 5 Ea. IT. S EO.IT. a EO. IT. S ea. IT. 6 EO.IT. a ea. IT. "EO. IT. 8 ea. IT. 4 EO. IT.
TWT~1.0 TWT"'1.0 T"I'oT·2.0 TWT~3.0 TWT-4. T'WT-J.O TWT:l.0 TWT"".O TWT:J.O nIlT"3.o TWT-a.o TWTs 3.0 TWTz 3.a TWT-a.c TWT"J.O TWT.2.0 TWT4.0 TWT..4.0 TWT-4.0
f>w-q,.o DWTol.O DWM.O owr"'1.0 DWT...,.O DWT",1.0 DWT.o.O, OWT4Q.O OWT~1.0 OWl_l.0 DWT.,.o OWl_l.O DWT-l'o OWT..l.0 OWT.l.O DWToo1.0 OWT_1,O OWT-i.O OWl_I.O

DELAY OLL TOLL TOLL TOLL TOLL

TEST TYPE
.. 1,0 ELAY"'l.5 I

DELAy-a DELAY·',

P,':l1:etrlC Tesl 13.87 13.17 11.74 12.97 Il.28 13.91 12.98 12,74 12.7l 12.63 12.46 11.73 12.57 12.71 • 12.72 12.61 12.48 12,42l:liormallOn Gain. -

N')n ParJmelllc.
Mean Absolute Difference Ratio 0.4685 0.4616 0.4661 0.4640 0.4666 0.4700 0.4615 0.4551 0.4439 0.4528 0.4433 0.4482 - 0.444& 0.4443 0.4706 0.4445 0.4444 0.4435

Car/elation Co-etl. 0.4331 0.4570 0.4707 0.4577 0.4444 0.4300 0.4288 0.3915 .0.4341 1).4077 0.4250 0.4105 - 0.4101 0.4081 0.3811 0.4509 0.4104 0.4471

Mean Difference. 3209 2699 2902 3021 3060 2952 3223 3041 2796 3058 2905. 2901 - 29llJ. 2949 3009 2679 2977 2783

Standard DeViation 01 4819 4831 4713 4747 4795 4880 4792 4740 4681 4678 4648 4706 - 4700 4727 47£1 4630 4673 4612
Oll1efence.

Mean oi Absolute Differences. 4413 4241 4291 4358 4407 4371 4451 4328 4158 4304 4177 4227 - 4206 4223 4339 4078 4224 4109

Mean Absolute Error. 11.96 11.34 11.47 11.65 11.78 11.69 11.90 11.92 11.46 11.86 11.51 11.65 - 11.59 11.63 11.95 11.23 11.64 11.32,
'\, Root Mean Square 58.86 5I:i.26 56.271 57.21 51.84 57.99 58.72 57.26 55.43 56.82 55.73 56.20 I 59.74 56.20 5I:i.64 57.26 54.38 ~ti.34 54.76

Theds Inequality Co-efl. 0.l080 0.2848 0.2881 I 0.2951 0.2990 0.2985 0.3078 0.3054 0.2902 0.3035 0.2950 0.2968 I - 0.2971 0.2995 0.3060 0.2828 0.2995 0.2865
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TABLE 9: RESULis OF ASSIGNME.NT PE.RFORMANCE TESTS FOR UNDIVIDED MAIN ROADS

TABLE 8: RESULTS OF ASSIGNMENT PERFCRMANCE TESTS FOR MINOR ROAOS

F.HW.A.
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ASSIGNMENT

TYPE

~
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N



F.H.W.A. U.T.P .S.
ASSIGNMENT , 1 3 4 ,

TYPE
, , , 1 3 , , , 1 8 , 10 11 11

AIN AIN AIN AlN AIN AlN A/N AIN MULTI MULTI MUL TI AlN AIN A/N A/N MULTI AlN MULTI AIN
4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. S INC. S Ea. IT. 4 Ea. IT. a -:0. IT. SEa. IT. S EO.IT. 6 EO. IT. a EO.lT. a EO. IT. a Ea. IT. 4 EO. IT. a Ea. IT. 4 EO. tT.
TWT~l.O TWT~l.O TWT-.2.0 TWT~J.O TWT-4. TWT-3.0 TWT~1.0 TWT"I.0 TWT'J.O nlH"3.0 TWT'3.0 TWT·J.O TWT~J.O TWT"-3.c TWT"'J.O TWT·.2.0 TWT~.O TwT.-4.0 TWT-4.0Iow....o.o Dn'T.1.0 OWT~ltJ OWl.l.0 DWT",1.0 OWT..l.O DWT.o.O DWT.20.0 DWT~1.0 DWT~1.0 OWl-l.O OWT~l.O DWT~1.0 DWT~1.0 OWT_l.O WT_l.0 DWT~1.0 WT-l.O WT-1.0

DELAY Qll TOLL TOLL TOLL
" 1.0 ELAY"'1.51TEST TYPE

DELAY"'J DELAY"'I.

P.lr.,I',el'l( T~sl 3.79 .'.89 3.85 3.81 3.78 3.85 3.69 . 3.51 3.48 3.47 3.43 3.44 - 3.49 3.53 3.68 3.55 3.51 3.5211110;1::.1:.011 C;,JlI

N~n PY,l,;,e:1lc Tests D.4591 C.4458 0.4537 0.4549 0.4548 0-4666 0,4533 0.4440 004389 0.4431 004395 0,4404 - 0.4438 0,4491 0,4661 0,4470 0.4481 0,4492
Mean M!solute Odterence R,ll10.

Conelil!,on Co-elf 0.7179 0.7789 0.7830 0.7823 0.7845 0.7715 0.7833 0.7957 0.7969 0966 0.8025 0.B015 - 0)950 0.7922 D.n06 0.7893 0.7943 0.7886

Mean Dllference 651 631 6" 696 /01 483 661 843 715 858 754 751 - 681 731 816 644 817 635

StJndard Oevldtlon ot
6879 6766 6860Ddleience. 7117 7263 7101 7088 7043 7261 7022 6763 6751 6719 6650 6653 - 6746 6785 7147

Mean 01 AlJsoluie Differences. 5332 5438 5347 5320 5270 5401 5116 5047 5008 5001 4954 4970 - 5008 5084 5270 5071 5052 50S'

Mean Absoluie Error 6.19 6.32 6.21 6.18 6.12 6.27 6.06 5.85 5.81 5.80 5.75 5.77 - 5.81 5.90 6.11 5.88 5.B6 5.86

'\, ~ool Mean )quare 41.06 41.22 40.92 3~j4 39.:JiI 39JO jB.Bj 38.B4
,

41.61 39.34 39.59 41.73 40.08 39.54 39.9641.46 42.29 41.37 41.32

Thells InequJlltv Co-efl. 0.1176 0.1792 0.1767 0.1769 0.1759 0.1798 0.1754 0.1717 0.1705 U.l710 0.1685 0.1686 - 0.1705 0.1719 0.1811 0.1730 0.1719 0.1728
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TABLE 10: RESULTS OF ASSIGNMENT PERFORMANCE TESTS FOR OIVIDED MAIN ROADS

r
F.H.W.A. U.T.P.S.

ASSIGNMENT , 1 , 4
TYPE

5 , 7 , 1 , 4 5 , 7 , 9 10 11 11
I AlN AlN AIN AlN AlN AIN AIN AIN MULTI MULTI MULTI AIN AlN AIN A/N MULTI MULTIAIN A/N

4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 41NG. 4 INC. SING. SEa. IT. 4 EO. IT. a Ea. IT. s ea. IT. SED.IT. 6 EO.IT. 6 ea. IT. 6 ea. IT. 8 Ea. IT. 4 EO. IT. a EO. IT. 4 EO. IT.
TWT.I,a TWT~l.o TWT·2.0 TWT-J.o TWT'4. TWT·3.0 TWT~l,O r(HzI.O TWT~J.O TWT-"'J.O TWT·3.0 TWT~3.0 TWT·3.0 TWTQ.c TWT~3.0 TWT·2.0 TWT~.O TWT-.t.o TWT-4.0
DWT=O.ll owr_!.o OWT..l.0 DWT,.I.O OWl_I.O DWT..l.0 DWT.o.O OWT·<!O.O OWl.t.O OWT~1.0 OWl.l.O OWl.l.O OWl_l.O OWl_l.O OWl_I.O OWl_I.O GWr.l.0 OtH.4.0 OWl.I.O

DELAY aLL TOLL TOLL TOLL TOLL

TEST TYPE
.. 1.0 ELAY"'t.s

DELAY~ DELAY-'.

P,1r,1Ine\rlC Test 'jAl 9.77 SA3 9.51 SAO \ 8.77
!I1!t.H.'Il.liIOn Gain.

9.16 9.37 8.55 a.GO 8.57 8.60 8.60 - 8.68 8.88 8.67 8.64 8.12

Non PalJmellc Tests 0.3252 0.3234 0.3252
Mean Absolute Ojllerence RatiO

0,3223 0.3272 0.3255 0.3257 0.3205 0.3160 0.3111 0.3182 0,3167 - 0,3274 0.3280 0.3237 0.3106 0.3320 I 0.3124

COl/elation Co-elf. 0.8218 0.8213 0.8257 0.8230 0.8249 0.8079 0.6223 0.8290 I 0.6280 08309 0.8189 0.6252 - 0.8203 0.8120 0.8257 0.8369 0.S256 0.8334

I Mean Difference. 1531 1978 1744 1637 1588 1012 1503 1558 1766 1680 1678 1639 - 1220 1347 1444 1820 1311 1608

Standard De~lalron or 8679 8874 8662 8730 8681 3847 8673 8440 8420 8386 8410 8m - 8629 8851 8692 8242 8542 8325
Diftelence.

Mean 01 Absolute Differences. 6698 le67 6841 6885 6796 6640 6692 6407 6387 h384 6381 6349

I
- 6404 6458 6567 6444 6411 6423

I Meal! 01 Absolute Error. 27.79 29.32 28,38 28.57 28.20 I 27.55 17.77 25.52 25.45 25.43 25,42 25.29 - 25.52 25.73 26.16 25.67 25.54 25.59

! ',Root Mean Stjudre 18.83 129.74 28.90 I :i9.06 28.37 29.63 ;18.1:lU 23.US 28.i5 27 .98 28;06 28.29 JUS 28.51 29.19 28.G7 27 .61 2828 27 .74

Therls' Inequality Co-efl, OJ326 0.1370 0.1330 I0.1335 0.1326 0.1381 0.1323 0.1310 0.1319 0.1312 0:1313 0.1323 - 0.1325 0.1362 0.1334 0.1293 0.1318 0.1295

~
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TABLE 11: RESULTS OF ASSIGNMENT PERFORMANCE TESTS FOR FREEWAYS AND FREEWAY RAMPS
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:0;, Root Mean SQljare I 3G.67 I 30.28 1 24·.38 I 25.29 I 2).96 I 38.31 I 37.20 I 38.53

Thel!s' Ineq~alitv Co-elf. 10.1439 10.1428 10.1067 10.1075 I 0.1089 10.1514 10.1458 I 0.\556

Pi
=>
a.

811

9/97

93JB

c..
33.86 I~

0.1452 ~

7090

244.47

0.3358

0.8444 I~
,"""0
rn
r
!E:
cc
3:

11
AIN

4 Ea. IT.
TWl-4.0
DWT~1.0

2400

12333

7455

257.07

43.30

0.1890

m.69

0.3389

0.7559

11
MULTI

BEQ.IT.
TWT£4.0
DHT-l.O

0.3027

0.8516

2931

n85

6945

239.48

33,91

0.1514

91.48

10
AIN

4 Ea. IT.
TWT..:?O
OWl_I.O

il483

395.96

57.68

0.2787

179.87

0.4393

0.6068

7979

14649

9
MULTI

SEa. IT.
TWT'2.0
CHlT_1.O

8348

287.87

43.74

0.1938

121.69

0.36111

0,7428

2872

12361

8
AIN

6 Ea. IT.
TWT~3.0

OWl_I.O
TOLL

138.51

9769

336.86

48.72

0.2221

0.4007

0.6909

4597

13352

DELAY-3 !OELAY·l.

51.52

U.T .P.S.

, !

AlN A/N
6 Ea. IT. 6 Ea. IT.
TWT'3.0 TWT...:l.c
OWT_l.O OWT_l.0

TOLL TOLL
'ELAY"'1.5

0.3822

0.8£31

-1872

9563

8238

284.07

33.58

0.1377

97.20

,
AlN

5 EO.IT.
TWT~3.0

DWT.l.0
TOLL

-1745

9683

8269

285.1.

33.90

01393

98.13

0.3786

0.8582

]02.33

9100

313.79

0.8470

-3293

10350

0.4123

:17.47

0.1501

, I •
t.lULTI ~ I.UL TlB E;O. IT. 5 Ea. IT.

TWT"3.0 TWT~3.0

0\'1T~1.0 DWT.1.o
OLL

I

7810

269.32

31.95

0.1313

91.44

0.3604

0.8745

-1803

9094

,
l,4UL Tl

4 Ea. IT.
TWT-3.0
OWT_l.O

105.35

0.4062

0.8310

-2800

10821

9193

317.00

~4620

9718

8180

272.67

0.3800

0.8968

189

j 0.3961

10.8784

1-3990
I

10350

867058435533 I 56337027

234.22 I 184.44 1187.78 I 194.78

87.18 I 5j,4~ I 68,10 I 70.67 I 73.0~ I 95.88 I 88.39

-4487 15786 1181J 1180 1-563

9615 6527 6829 7337 7512

F.H.W.A. !
". '~' 71'A/N A/N A/N A/N AIN AIN AlN' A/N

4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 4 INC. 5 INC. 5 Ea. IT.
TWT~1.0 TWT~1.0 TWT-2.0 TWT~3.0 TWT·4. TWT-J.O TWT~l.O TWT~l.O

OWeO.O OWHO OWHO OWT, ..O OWT".O OWT,'.O OWT",.JOWT.".o
DELAY

~1.0

ASSIGNMENT

TYPE

TEST TYPE

~

"'en

Mean of Ddterence.

~t.lndald Devlallon oi
DI tjelence.

Mean Absolute ElIor. 1266.89

Mean of Absolute Differences. 18007

P,;'-,o;e!~lc Tes!
Inio'~lallon GJil1.

L. N~J;1 PJ:ameirlf Tesis 10.3)44 10.3060 10.268610.274510.2861
f"e3n Absolule Difference RatiO.

CorrelallOn Co-ell. 0.8993 0.9339 0.9247 0.9186 0.9190
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Van Vliet's Delta and the Error Term

Table 12 shows the total system impecance (Cl) and minimum system
impedance (C2) for each assignment, As expected these values increase
according to the i",pedance functi0n weightings"

Murchland's delta can only be applied, as a measure of assignment
performance, when comparing assignment algorithms with similar impedance
values" In these circumstances,it is a useful indicator of the algorithm's
ability to obey Wardrop's user equilibrium principle

The reason for this apparent anomaly can be found in the mechanics
of the equilibrium loading process. The iter'ative loading natuy'e of the
equilibrium algorithm alters travel time only, via capacity restraint
formulations. If the time weighting in the impedance function is only a
small proportion of the total impedance,then convergence is achieved much
earlier than for an assignment which has a predominantly time weighted
impedance function, As a result,it can be concluded that Murchland's delta
alone is not art appropriate measure of assignment performance,

As is shown in Table 3, the A/N or mu1tipath equilibrium loaded
assignment achieves a greater degree of convergence than the A/N incremental
loaded assignments, The assignment that converges best is a multipath
equilibrium assignment with a time weight of three and a distance weight of
one,

Theil's Inequality Co-efficient

Tables 3, 8, 9, 10 and 11 show that Theil's Inequality Co-effiCient
produces a similar ranking of assignment performance to that of mean
error, RMSE and the absolute ratio test"

Murchland's Delta

The assignment with a time wei9hting of one and a distance weighting
of twenty has similar converging capabilities to the best ranked assignment,
though the majority of other performance tests shows that an impedance value
of three times time plus one times distance is the most appropriate

TESTING OF ASSIGNMENT TECHNIQUES

Van Vliet' s delta and the error term can give misleading results
when comparing assignments of different impedance functions, The numerators
of both measures assess the degree of convergence of the assignment technique,
Though two assignment algorithms may converge to the same degree, the
algorithm with the greater impedance value will generate greater user costs
and ultimately larger Cl and C2 values, As Cl and C2 are denominators in the
error term and Van V1iet's delta respectively, it is not surprising, in these
circumstances, that the assignment algorithm with the greater impedance value
will result in lower values,
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TESTINu OF ASSIGNMENT TECHNIQUES

v

tl
i i

(

L

Surrunar~ of Results

No single criterion will best assess the performance of a set of
assignment techniques. Indeed, a combination of tests seems most
appropr i a te, the se1ecti on dependent on the obj ecti ve of the perfonnance
assessment,

Five equilibrium iterations, the first by A/N criteria
TWT = 3,0, oWT = 1,0

Overall Assignment Performance

Five equilibrium iterations, the first by multi path criteria
TWT(I) =3,.0, ofIT(l) = LO

If assessing the performance of assignment techni,ques for various
road categories, nonnalising procedures need to be introduced. Of these,
percentage mean differ'ence and percentage root mean square error have been
proposed and recommended

Four equilibrium iterations, the first by multi oath criteria
TWT = 3 0, OWl = 1 °

Initial investigation based upon t1urchland's delta (Table 3) showed
that for each impedance value, the equilibrium loading process outperformed
the corresponding incrementally loaded assignment,

Ranking based purely on the convergence capabilities of a
technique is unsuitable as input parameters (such as impedance values
and capacity restraint definitions) can alter link volumes without
appreciably altering the loading algorithm's convergence capabilities.
Further investigation should be conducted to assess assigned link volumes
against known counts Of the five recommended tests in group 2 of Table
13, emphasis should be placed on information gain as it is a more rigorous
test,

In view of the theoretical and practical requirements to attain
convergence, initial investigation should centre on the convergence
capabilities of the assignment algorithm, Murchland's delta is a suitablo
criteria assuming similar impedance weightings.

Table 13 shows the tests that are most suitable for application
in testing the accuracy of assignment output,

Of the top ten assignments (as ranked by Murchland's Delta) the
recommended parametric and non parametric tests favoured the following
equilibrium assignments;

Five of the six parametric and non parametric tests ranked the top
t;,ree assignments in the order presented above

._----------
HiT and D\.IT are the time and distance weightings respectively for' the
illPf'UiWi f' function 198
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TABLE 13: CLASSIFICATION OF ASSIGNMENT PERFORMANCE TESTS.

-
RECOMMENDED NOT RECOMMENDED

1. Tests 01 assignment criteria.

Murchtands Delta Van Vtiets Delta
Error Term

2. Tests lor lit 01 assigned to observed volumes - all fOad categories. ,

Inlorlllation Gain Mean Absolute Error

Mean Absolute Dillerence Mean Dillerence

Root Mean Square Error Mean Ratio

Absolute Mean Ratio Chi square two sample

Theil's Inequality Kolmogorov- Smirnov two sam,le

Correlation Co - ellicient

3. Tests lor lit 01 aSSigned to observed volumes -, individual road categories,

Percentage Mean Dillerence
Percentage Root Mean Square Error

Overall ,the major difference between the various assignments is
the manner in which driver trips are loaded (that is equilibrium versus
incremental) rather than the criterion which is adopted to disperse trips
(that is all-or-nothing versus multipath),

Road Segment Anal~sis

The links in the network were split into four road types

minor road - average count volume of 9826 vpd

undivided arterial road - average count volume of 17, 228 vpd

divided arterial roads - average count volume of 30,407 vpd

fr eeway and freeway ramps - aver age count volume of 28,533 vpd"

The purpose of the segregation was to assess the suitability of
various assignment techniques to each of these road types,



TESTING OF ASSIGNMENT TECHNIQUES

Minor roads

Table 8.shows the results of the assignment performance tests for
the minor road category., Generally, it can be concluded that equilibrium
loaded assignments provide a better fit to observed volumes than incremental
loaded assignments, though the ability of each assignment to forecast link
volumes for minor roads is considerably less than the network as a whole,

Undivided main roads

The results of the assignment performance tests for undivided main
roads is shown in Table 9. Preference is directed to equilibrium loaded
assignments with the technique ranking in at least the top six of assignment
techniques for each measure of performance.

The results of this road type reflect the network as a whole, which
is not surprising in view of the fact that fifty seven percent of the links
in the network constitute undivided main roads,

Divided main roads

As is shown in Table 10 the equilibrium loaded assignment provides
link volumes which best fit observed link volumes, However the trend towards
equilibrium loaded assignments is not as strong as that shown by the previous
road types,.

The assignment techniques Providing the most satisfactory result are

Four equilibrium iterations, the first by A/N criteria
TIlT = 2,.0, OWT = 1.0,

Four equilibrium iterations, the first by A/N criteria
TWT = 40, OViT = LO,

Five equilibrium iterations, the first by A/N criteria
nIT = 3.0, OI,T = 1,0

Two conculsions can be derived from this analysis, Firstly, A/N
traffic dispersion criterion is preferred as an initial solution rather than
the multi path criterion" Secondly, the wide disparity of impedance values
indicates that the choice of impedance function is perhaps not as critical,
for this road type, as originally expected,
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Freeways and fr eeway ramps

Table 11 shows the results of the assignment performance tests for
freeways and freeway ramps. Contrary to the results for each of the previous
road types, incremental loaded assignments more accurately assign drivers "
than equilibrium loaded assignments. The following assignment inputs best
fit the observed volumes ;

1. Four increments, A/N criteria
TWT = 2.0, OWT = LO,

2. Four increments, A/N criteria
TWT = 3.. 0, OWT = 10,

3. Four increments, A/N criteria
TWT = LO, OWT = LO.

Equilibrium loaded assignments are based upon the premise that
equilibrium is attained between the supply of and demand for road infrastructure,
which is most likely to occur when demand approaches or' exceeds capacity.
In 1978, the demand for the thirty freeways and freeway ramps fell far short
of the supply.

In addition the speed-flow relationships adopted for freeway terminals
and ramps (see Farrow, 1975) may need adjustment to incorporate more realistic
travel delays for near and over capacity situations.

This paper has proposed and demonstrated various traffic assignment
performance measures. Emphasis was directed towards ascertaining which
combination of assignment options currently available from the UTPS and FHWA

was best suited to simulating 1978 link volumes for the Greater
bourne Urban road network..

It was concluded that

no single criterion best assesses the performance of a particular
technique.

the selection of assessment measures is dependent on the objective
the per-fonnance assessment,.

initial investigation should centre on the convergence capabilities
the ass i gnrnent algor ithm. Murchl and's delta has been proposed for thi s

if observed volumes are available, comparison can be made with
volumes using information gain" Mean absolute difference, root
e error, absolute mean ratio, Theills inequality co-efficient and

on co-efficient can also be applied to rank various assignment
techn";n"o<
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Freeways and freeway ramps

Table 11 shows the results of the assignment performance tests for
,.o,'w""s and freeway ramps. Contrary to the results for each of the previous

, incremental loaded assignments more accurately assign drivers
equilibrium loaded assignments.. The following assignment inputs best

the observed volumes ;

I.. Four increments, A/N criteria
TWT = 2.. 0, OWT = La,

2. Four increments, A/N criteria
TWT = 3.. 0, OWT = la,

3. Four increments, A/N criteria
TWT = La, OWT = La.

Equilibrium loaded assignments are based upon the premise that
ibrium is attained between the supply of and demand for road infrastructure,

ich is most likely to occur when demand approaches or exceeds capacity
(0;1978, the demand for the thirty freeways and freeway ramps fell far short
fithe supply ..

In addition the speed-flow relationships adopted for freeway terminals
d ramps (see Farrow, 1975) may need adjustment to incorporate more real istic

ravel delays for near and over capacity situations ..

This paper has proposed and demonstrated various traffic assignment
Ol'lu,,,,a,,,." measures Emphas i s was directed towards ascerta i ni ng whi ch

of assignment options currently available from the UTPS and FHWA
il1~~~::~ewas best suited to simulating 1978 link volumes for the Greater
el Urban road network.

It was concluded that

no single criterion best assesses the performance of a particular
technique ..

the selection of assessment measures is dependent on the objective
performance assessment.,

initial investigation should centre on the convergence capabilities
assi9nment algorithm. Murchland's delta has been proposed for this

if observed volumes are available, comparison can be made with
volumes using information 9ain. Mean absolute difference, root

error, absolute mean ratio, Thei1's inequality co-efficient and
co-efficient can also be applied to rank various assignment
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TESTING OF ASSIGNMENT TECHNIQUES

comparisons of various road groups for a particular assignment
technique should use a normalising criteria" Percentage mean difference
and percentage root mean square err'or were recommended.

for the Greater Melbourne urban road network, equilibrium
loading procedures provide a better fit to observed volumes than i
loaded ass i gnments ..

the equilibrium loaded assignment is better suited to networks
where demand approaches or exceeds the supply.

volumes on minor road links, undivided main road links and
main road links were better estimated by equilibration techniques while
freeway links were better served by incremental loading procedures.

the top three ranked assignments all incorporated impedance TU"ct:in,,&a
reflecting three times travel time plus one times distance.

the selection of appropriate impedance function weightings and
traffic dispersion criteria will marginally enhance assignment accuracy.
Maximum improvement in assignment performance can be achieved through the
correct selection and application of an appropriate network loading or,ocE'du",
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